Motivating a Prosodic Stem constituent in Blackfoot nominals

Overview
This paper motivates the existence of a Prosodic Stem constituent in Blackfoot nouns. I show that morphosyntactic diagnostics distinguish noun stems from both words and roots. A process of consonant deletion targets the right edge of stems before suffixes within the same word, but not the right edge of words or roots. This is evidence that noun stems are parsed to a P(rosodic) Stem constituent which must be distinct from the P(rosodic) Word.

Noun stems
Regarding morphological criteria, noun stems can occur with nominal possessor morphology, (1), while verb stems cannot, (2) (cf. Wiltschko 2014). Stems are shown in braces.

(1) [nitá:ki:koama]  
nit–{aakiikoan}–m–wa  
1–{girl}–POSS–AN.SG  
‘my girlfriend’

(2) *[nitó:ojo?si:ma]  
nit–{a–ooyo’si}–im–wa  
1–{IMPF–cook}–POSS–AN.SG  
Intended: ‘my cook’

Regarding phonological criteria, when noun stems are followed by inflectional suffixes, a stem-final [m], [n], or [s] after a short vowel deletes before suffixes within the same word. The final [n] in atsikín ‘shoe’ and [aakíikoan] ‘girl’ deletes before plural suffixes in (3), and the final [n] in ‘girl’ also deletes before the possessive suffix -m in (1). When bare noun stems (with no inflectional suffixes) occur, a stem-final [m], [n], or [s] never deletes, even when another word follows, (4).

(3) g. [atsikín]  
atsikín -istsi  
‘shoe-IN.PL’

h. [a:kí:ko:s]  
aakiikoan -iksí  
‘girl-AN.PL’

(4) g. [atsikín]  
atsikín  
‘shoe’

h. [a:kí:ko:s]  
aakiikoan  
‘girl’

Words
Regarding morphological criteria, a word consists minimally of a stem and maximally of a stem plus any bound affixes. A word instantiates a minimal syntactic constituent (X⁰). Regarding phonological criteria, a word-final [m], [n], or [s] crucially never deletes.

Roots
Regarding morphological criteria, roots are monomorphemic bound elements. Roots cannot form stems by themselves, but must first combine with a categorizing suffix. Examples (5) and (6) show the root ksis ~ ikís ‘sharp’ combining with nominal and verbal categorizing suffixes, respectively. The resulting constituent, marked off in braces, has the same properties as other stems. A root can also occur at the left edge of a stem, as in (7). The resulting constituent again has the properties of a stem; a root at the left edge of a stem creates a recursive stem.

(5) [kísísóji]  
{kísis–oyi}  
{sharp–mouth.n}  
‘tea kettle’

(6) [íkísís:km:a]  
{íkísis–aikimm}–wa  
{sharp–blade.A1}–3  
‘it (anim.) is sharp’

(7) [íkísísís:t:somó?ka:ni]  
{íkísis–{isttsomo’kaan}}–yi  
{sharp–{hat}}–IN.SG  
‘pointed hat’

Regarding phonological criteria, a root-final [m], [n], or [s] after a short vowel never deletes before other morphemes within the same word, as shown in (5)–(7).
Proposal for prosodic structure

I propose that deletion targets the right edge of a PStem, but not a PWord. In (8), the noun stem atśikìn ‘shoe’ is parsed to a PStem. Because the PStem is followed by a suffix and is therefore not word-final, the stem-final [n] deletes. In (8b), the noun stem is parsed to a PStem constituent, and since there are no other affixes in the word, the PStem projects directly to a PWord constituent. The stem-final [n] falls at the right edge of a PWord, and deletion does not occur.

(8) PW
ords with(out) suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. PWord</th>
<th>b. PWord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PStem</td>
<td>PStem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-istśi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN, PL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atśikìn</td>
<td>atśikìn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘shoe’</td>
<td>‘shoe’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A root is never aligned to the right edge of a PStem because roots always occur to the left of a categorized suffix, (9a), or stem, (9b). Since deletion targets the right edge of a PStem, a root-final [m], [n], or [s] will never delete.

Implications for prosodic categories

Recent studies propose a prosodic hierarchy without morphoprosodic categories below the PWord, but with a richer projection structure which allows recursive prosodic constituents (Ito & Mester 2009; Selkirk 2011). Thus, a word with phonological sub-domains must contain recursive PWords. The PStem in Blackfoot cannot be a minimal PWord, because the process of deletion targets PStems to the exclusion of PWords. The data from Blackfoot support prosodic hierarchies that include a PStem category (e.g. Downing & Kadenge 2015; Inkelas 1989). Blackfoot lacks phonological evidence for a PRoot category as distinct from the PStem category; there are no phonological processes or constraints which target roots.
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